Source from popular social media posts

WOMEN’S ADVOCACY

NEWS IDENTIFICATION

Communication is key to creating change

Videos and news for women, by women

5-6 articles for video
invites each day

3-4 inspirational articles
selected each day

In 2021, the female population for World was 49.6 %

Quick Hit

Goals

For:
women

Provide a safe and very secure platform
Seek out unique and diverse viewpoints
Support youth with strong role models
Get messages out to the rest of the world
Provide daily inspiration for women
Educate men on the problem and solution
Bring AI to the nonprofit sector

Who are dissatisfied:
not having equity with men

There are plenty of programs for minorities,
but women issues are considered fixed by many

[Placeholder] is a:
daily newsletter and video site
for women, created by women

Women’s advocacy on YouTube

Identifies interesting events,
specific to women issues, just
below the level of mainstream news

Extreme views

Identify speaker

Social media posts
Comments and DMs on women’s issues
with invite to join the mailing list

Women Subscribers

Remove extreme or
inflammatory content

Natural Language Processing

Generate summary

Most YouTube visits will
come within the first 48
hours a video is posted

High-end security

Woman who does not
exist, except in AI

No speaker name, location or
any identifier information
Oppressed women in
different parts of the
world have a safe way
to get messages out

Consider more than one speaker
for a single current event

It’s critical to map and mirror
detailed facial expressions or
AI avatar will look totally fake
Speaker OK with
sharing face only

Hide speaker face, but
speaker voice is used

Daily Women Advocacy Email

No face, voice, or
any identifiers

Leverage best-in-industry
encrypted messaging apps
to collect text summaries

Language Translations

Avatar Only

It’s impossible to track women identities

Volunteer Avatar

Record face

They are not captured and definitely
never shared with YouTube

Broad views

Incredible case of woman who could help ‘cure cancer’ after surviving
12 tumors in different organs
THE “incredible” case of a woman who survived 12 tumors in different organs
could help “cure cancer”, scientists hope. The unnamed patient, now in her 40s,
was diagnosed with her first tumor when…

Prevent brigading

Part-of-Speech Tagger
Videos are translated
into 10+ languages

Most Inspiring Women in Cyber Awards 2022
The nominations for the Most Inspiring Women in Cyber awards are out!
It’s always wonderful to read about the incredible women in our industry,
who are making...

No personal identifiers are
ever shared with YouTube

Use facial expressions
to drive avatar delivery

Company mention
Will be posted, but new events
involving that company will
be embargoed for XX days

Name mention
Extra validation with
speaker to make sure
they want to share name

Single click and entire video
can be converted to an avatar

Or a small number of avatars
to cover a country or continent

Other Proper Nouns
Places, titles, things, objects,
etc. are not checked before
video is posted

No PII Data
Source speakers from
all over the world

US Wants Iran Ousted From UN Women’s Body
The United States will try to remove Iran from the 45-member U.N. Commission
on the Status of Women over the government’s denial of women’s rights.

Video may be initially
recorded in Persian

Current event videos will help us stay higher in search results

If a company or brand
wants a video removed,
contact YouTube, not us

YouTube supports 80 different languages

Will not push to subscribe
Newsletter will handle that
No topics are off limits
for a speaker video

Heavy Periods Can Lead to Big Health Problems for Young Women
Many of us have no idea whether or not our period is “normal.” It’s no wonder,
since not only is everyone different, but the stigma still keeps many of us from
asking questions or discussing what we go through every month.

Select length

Can also use a single avatar
for translated content inside
a country for consistency

Proper nouns in video replies are fine

Speaker agrees if they want
to use face and/or voice
Then translated to English
and other languages via avatar

Model that hunts for speakers
will also help ensure no agenda
or company/name shaming

VIEW VIDEO REPLY

Summary can be a few paragraphs
up to a several pages in length

Women wanting to fully conceal their identity
This allows for controversial topics to be covered

Dualism rules most issues
Newsbrief shows continuum of views

The World’s Top Female-Friendly Companies
It’s hard to overlook the paradox. Women make up the majority of the
college-education workforce, yet employers are struggling to retain them let alone promote them to leadership positions.

3rd generation NLP will
do long form summaries

Go offshore and hire women for nominal rate
They can record 10s of videos because it goes to avatar

Speaker accepts

If videos are 100% secure and no identity
information is shared, women from oppressed
countries are willing to speak up

Diverse sources

Nigeria’s maiden Women, Peace and Security Journal unveiled in Abuja
"Abuja: The maiden edition of the Women, Peace and Security Journal has
been unveiled in Abuja. The journal whose foreword was written by the
Honourable Minister of Women Affairs, Federal Republic o…

Combine text

Volunteer/Paid woman records
the summary on video

Global Message

Start on day one with global news and
subscribers from all over the world

Summarize 50+ women
comments to an article

Ask for a 3-4 minute video
specific to current event

As long as speakers are diverse and come from different parts of the world

Article selection

RECORD AUDIO ONLY

No personal identifiers

Invite speaker

NEWSLETTER

Polls only used a couple
times per month

May also be less likely to want an avatar

If women do not come forward initially,
we can use NLP to summarize posts

Does bio or posts disqualify this speaker?

If speaker ignores invite,
wait 24-48 hours and
invite a different speaker

Buy an email list to start
Will get some unsubscribes
But most will want to get it

Detect age from profile photo automatically
<< For example, age detected is 54

Find thoughtful commenters
that are not extreme in views

Extreme views

To make daily brief popular, focus
on articles that inspire women

Audio-to-text

May target older women speakers to start
May have more time and want to give back
Pass on wisdom to a younger generation

The collective is stronger
than
th any individual

Wisdom of Crowds

Magic middle
of viewpoints

Can also focus on teachers
who can use material in class

Attract new subscribers

198
898
165
236
202

Looking for thoughtful insights

[Placeholder]:
gives women access to women’s views from
all over the world and empowers them to
attain equal treatment and rights

And used only for mainstream,
popular areas of women’s advocacy

1,160
61,900
1,400
3,000
2,300

VIDEO POSTS

Purposely seek out speakers,
which ensures thoughtful videos

Do you think we
should punish
countries that
oppress women
through sanctions
or stopping
cooperation?

Videos

Most women-specific YouTube channels are specific
to fashion, beauty, video logs, and advice videos

Quora for women, ask me anything
Women life lessons for youth
Women caregiver support
Support for women founders
Help women athletes (NIL)

If topic is too controversial, we
won’t get a volunteer speaker

Select questions

Subscribers

183,258
National Organization for Women (NOW)
UN Women
12,309,764
GlobalFundForWomen
193,748
Equality Now
1,244,652
Women for Women International
891,537

Future Offerings

Unlike:
mainstream media that is more interested
in clicks and selling ads than helping women

POLLING

Total Views

Advocacy sites have almost no presence on YouTube

That provides:
insights, guidance, coaching and ideas
on attaining equal treatment and rights

Over 380 million women and girls are living in extreme poverty
12 million girls under 18 are married each year
One female is killed by someone in her family every 11 minutes
130 million girls remain out of school worldwide
Almost 1 in 3 women experienced food insecurity in 2021
Just 1 in 3 managers or supervisors is a woman
Women hold just 26.4% of government seats

There is a distrust of AI/ML right now
This is a good use of the technology
because it protect’s women’s identities

Would need to hack YouTube to get any data
and that data would only be videos that are public

VIEW VIDEO REPLY

New Poll: Excluding countries from world bodies that oppress women
Click here to visit our YouTube Channel. Click here to unsubscribe.

If a high number of viewers exit the video
quickly, we will not invite that speaker again

Small donate button on videos and newsletter
is not designed to generate a lot of funds,
but some will want to donate and help effort

If needed, we can add a paid banner ad to each day’s newsletter
We may even get corporate sponsors who want to send to employees

Can also be used for
youth education

If no speaker volunteers to make video,
then the current event will just be skipped
0:20

Playlists will group
videos together

3:30

Video title is the title of the
underlying current event

Together, videos
create a balanced
narrative
Single click and speaker can
instantly delete her uploaded video

Most benefits will come
from new current events

Include link to the current event
Small team of 3-4 can run the entire operation
and use ad revenue to pay yearly salaries/costs
Build a very lean balance sheet
Use off-the-shelf technologies
Ask companies to donate

No speaker identification
Only share channel information

Deletion does not have to be
approved by an administrator

But new users may go to a
playlist for an overall view

The newsletter and summaries are 100% free and no cost to subscribers
Every video will have
a link to the newsletter
Use YouTube revenue
to fund newsletter+

Arabic
Bengali
Chinese (simplified)
Chinese (traditional)
English
French
German
Italian
Indonesian
Japanese
Korean
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
Thai
Turkish
Vietnamese
Urdu
etc...

Comments will be turned off for every speaker video
This will stop any bullying or negativity
And speaker will not feel need to defend herself
Take photos from various articles on
the current event being used for video

Support over 100 countries

YouTube Statistics
81% of U.S. adults uses YouTube
80% of U.S. females access YouTube
95% of 18-29 year-olds
91% of 30-49 year-olds
49% of 65+ year-olds

467 million in India
240 million in the U.S.
127 million in Indonesia
107 million in Brazil
99 million in Russia

2.6 billion global users
46.1% users are female
62% of users visit daily
122 million daily active users
Watch 1 billion hours per day
1 billion videos watched per day
On site 18 minutes per day (average)
31 million YouTube channels
500 hours of videos uploaded/minute
2nd most popular social media site
2nd most popular search engine
70% of traffic comes from mobile
2021 ad revenue as $8.6 billion

Women are a huge consumer segment
Brands will request to advertise on our channel

Do not use a pure avatar technology
because it looks and sounds fake
...but link to the articles that have the photos
e.g. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-63477598

3:30

Goal is to publish 1,000 videos per year
Top YouTube channels have very current content

Use a real woman’s face
to capture expressions
and facial movements

If a woman is not comfortable using her voice either,
we can either modify the voice or map to new voice
Ask permission or modify voice

Even a small change
will hide original voice

Certain women’s voices are very popular
and immediately bring credibility to video

Midler v. Ford Motor Co. - voice cannot be copyrighted

